Abstract-This paper presents a topology-based solution for a low-skew rotary oscillator array (ROA) clock distribution network design. An ROA-brick structure is proposed that limits the traveling wave oscillation to only two uniform ring rotation directions in the ROA-brick: all the rings in clockwise (CW) direction or all the rings in counter CW direction. An ROA built from the ROA-bricks has the following advantages: 1) similar to the ROA-brick, only two uniform ring rotation directions are feasible in the ROA; 2) the same phase tapping points of all the rings in the ROA are identifiable; and 3) these same phase tapping points of the ROA are independent from the two possible rotation directions. It is mathematically proved that the ROA-brick is the only ROA structure, which can limit the ring rotation direction combinations so as to guarantee the generation of same phase clock signals. The proposed brick-based ROA clock generation and distribution networks are designed for ISPD 10 clock benchmarks demonstrating the gigahertz operation with the low-skew clock generation and distributions through HSPICE.
I. INTRODUCTION

R
ESONANT clocking technology provides a low power alternative to the processes of clock generation and distribution network design at high frequencies [1] - [6] . Resonant clocking is aimed at decreasing the power consumption at the gigahertz-range frequency and improving the clock skew (and jitter) at the same time. These simultaneous improvements are especially significant at nanometer processes as power and timing are often competing objectives. Rotary traveling wave oscillator (RTWO)-based resonant clocking technology [6] is a particularly promising approach in lowpower operation similar to other types of resonant clocking techniques (such as standing wave oscillator [3] and distributed LC-based oscillators [2] , [7] ). However, the uncertainty of the signal rotation direction on the (RTWO) ring remains an issue, particularly because of the multiphase generation of the clock on the different tapping points of the RTWO with the traveling wave. The uncertainty of the signal rotation direction is due to the dependence of oscillation (and its direction) on the distribution of the parasitics on the topology of the clock distribution network. Earlier studies have detected this problem [6] , [8] - [11] and proposed that a single ring will oscillate in the direction with less capacitive loading [6] . Thus, a single ring can be used for multiphase clock signal generation in which the distributed loading capacitance needs to be balanced deliberately to obtain a predetermined rotation direction. Honkote and Taskin [12] and Taskin et al. [13] proposed to deliver low-skew clock signals by snaking the tapping wires from multiphase rotary tapping points of a single ring (i.e., in low-skew resonant clock network design). However, 2.43× higher wirelength [12] is necessary for low-skew synchronization due to only sourcing the clock signal from one RTWO ring. On the other hand, when the rings are used to constitute an rotary oscillator array (ROA), such as the extension of [12] in [14] to perform wiresnaking on an ROA instead of low-skew implementation, the ROA can be used as a multisource single-phase clock generator (and with no wirelength overhead as reported in [14] ). This is because in steady state, all the rings in the ROA are coupled and oscillating at a uniform frequency. As long as the ring rotation direction combination is identified, singlephase oscillation signals can be obtained from each ring in the ROA. However, it is a challenge to determine the rotation direction combinations on all the rings in the ROA. The insertion of varactors to scale the capacitive loading, proposed as early as in [6] , bears a sizable overhead and requires postsilicon tuning (neither are quantified in [6] ). Zhang et al. [9] have proposed another topology-design-based method for controlling the direction of single ring, which involves many corner transmission line segments (significantly impacts on oscillation characteristics [15] ) and is difficult for ROA construction due to its nonregularity. In this paper, the controllability of the rotation direction combinations is analyzed empirically and theoretically. Based on this analysis, the ROA-brick is proposed, in which all the rings are limited to rotate in one of two uniform rotation directions: all in clockwise (CW) or all in counter CW (CCW). It is also proved that the ROA-brick is the only ROA structure that maintains this feature. Thus, the ROA-brick is used as the basic building block in the proposed ROA construction for low-skew operation, which guarantees the tapping off of the single-phase oscillation signals, without the knowledge of the specific direction out of the two possible ones. This paper is organized into the following sections. The operations of the ring and ROA are reviewed in Section II. In Section III, the ROA-brick and the ROA-brick-based ROA design are presented. In Section IV, the ROA-based clock distribution networks designed for ISPD 10 clock benchmark circuits are presented to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method on a larger scale. The conclusion is provided in Section V.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
The concept of an RTWO ring is first introduced in [6] . The traditional implementation of a single ring is a square mobious connected transmission line. The ROA is a topology in which the rings are connected in a checkerboard style.
A. Rotary Traveling Wave Oscillator
As shown in Fig. 1 , the ring is composed of two differential transmission lines cross connected to each other. Evenly distributed inverter pairs in antiparallel configuration are connected between the transmission lines. When the ring is stimulated by an external noise event or a manually performed excitement, an oscillation is formed and propagates along the transmission line, in the direction of less loading. The antiparallel inverter pairs connected between the transmission lines are used to overcome power losses (quasi-adiabatically). The propagating wave inverts during consecutive rotations. Thus, any point on the ring can provide a square wave with a 50% duty cycle. The oscillation signals on the outer transmission line and inner transmission line at the same point, such as A and A' are of π phase difference. In the signal propagation direction, each edge contributes to (π/4) phase delay. The locations on the rings for sampling the clock signals are called the tapping points. Through design, the uniformly distributed tapping point locations are loaded with (practically) even capacitance, as prescribed in [12] . As such, the ideal operation skew is zero, and consequently, the measured skew is low, as demonstrated in HSPICE-based experiments in Section IV.
The relationship between the phase delay θ and time delay t along the ring transmission line in the signal propagation Fig. 2 . Five-ring-ROA architecture in [6] . direction can be expressed as follows:
where T is the cycle of the oscillation signal. The oscillation frequency of the ring f osc is determined by its total capacitance C T and total inductance L T , which can be estimated as
The total inductance is determined by the physical parameters of the transmission line of the ring and the total capacitance is contributed by the following four aspects:
where, C tline , C invp , C wire , and C reg are the capacitance of the transmission lines, inverter pairs, tapping wires, and the register sinks, respectively. The distribution of this total capacitance C T around the tapping points and the rings of an ROA, sometimes supplemented by the varactor capacitance C varactor for postsilicon tunability, is essential for the quality and the directionality of the rotary oscillation.
B. Rotary Oscillator Array for Low-Skew Clock Network Design
An ROA is generally regarded as an assembly of identical (RTWO) rings, which is used to locally generate and globally deliver the rotary clock signals. Fig. 2 shows a popular structure of the ROA, which is proposed in [6] , and adopted in [10] and [15] - [17] . This ROA structure in Fig. 2 consists of five rings connected in a checkerboard topology. The inner transmission lines and the outer transmission lines of the adjacent rings are physically connected for synchronization purposes (for both frequency and phase synchronization). The desired frequency and the semiconductor technology dictate the perimeter of the rings based on (2).
The ROA-based low-skew clock distribution network proposed in this paper has two primary advantages over the traditional topology in Fig. 2 . First, each ring on the ROA provides a (local) single-phase oscillation signal that can be used as the clock source for a local subnetwork clock tree. A synchronous subnetwork tree can be routed to a tapping point in its vicinity to save total wire length (considering capacitance balancing, some synchronous components are not routed to their nearest tapping points). The physical structure of the ROA not only controls all the rings to reach a uniform operating frequency but also serves as the global network to deliver the single-phase oscillation signals to local area of the chip. Second, Teng and Taskin [18] shows that the operating frequency of an ROA is more robust compared with a single (RTWO) ring in terms of on chip variations, such as temperature increases in local chip areas, transistor mismatch, and voltage fluctuations.
C. ROA Design Challenges
Despite the popularity of the traditional ROA topology in Fig. 2 [6] , [10] , [16] , this structure has a drawback that the ring elements have no guaranteed control on the rotation direction of their adjacent rings. In other words, the oscillation signals on each ring of the ROA can propagate in arbitrary directions while still synchronizing with its neighbor rings. The existence of the multiple ring rotation direction combinations makes it infeasible to deterministically tap out the single-phase signals from each ring element. To limit the rotation direction combinations, Zhang et al. [9] and Honkote and Taskin [12] have proposed methods, including modifying the structure of the ring and capacitance loading balancing, repectively. A run-time solution is to repeatedly restart the rotary oscillation until desired phases are observed, if theoretically possible. However, these methods are aimed at controlling the rotation direction of a single ring. Controlling the rotation direction of every ring in the ROA with these methods is infeasible or very costly due to the need of placing postsilicon tunable varactors on each ring. Furthermore, these methods can help influence the rotation direction of all the rings in an ROA to some level (if done aggressively); however, they do not guarantee the direction. Aggressively applying the aforementioned methods (e.g., capacitive loading) to dictate the rotation direction might degrade the overall oscillation quality. In this paper, the ROA-bricks are shown to limit that only two uniform ring rotation directions can be obtained in forming a steady oscillation. Thus, the same phase points, which are for low-skew clock distribution network design, are always identifiable.
III. ROA-BRICK AND BRICK-BASED ROA SYNCHRONIZATION SCHEME
The ring direction control methodology is designed based on a basic ROA physical structure: ROA-brick. In this section, the advantages of the ROA-brick are examined over the traditional ROA physical structure from [6, Fig. 2 ]. Second, a proof is provided that the ROA-brick is the only ROA structure that can maintain a uniform ring rotation direction on an ROA topology. 
A. Ring Rotation Direction Combination Analysis
The ROA-brick is proposed as a concatenation of rings such that only two uniform ring rotation direction combinations can be formed (i.e., no other combination is feasible) on all its rings. To demonstrate this feature, a traditional small ROA structure from [6] -the five-ring ROA-is analyzed in comparison with the proposed ROA-brick.
1) Five-Ring ROA: Fig. 3 shows another illustration of the traditional five-ring ROA in Fig. 2 . The rings are drawn separated from each other (they are adjacent in physical implementation) for illustration purposes.
Assume that the black squares on ring R3 are the tapping points providing the desired clock signal phase. To facilitate the analysis, symbols 1 and 2 are used to denote that the signal on the ring is propagating in either the CW or the CCW direction, respectively. For instance, the symbol 1 on the tapping point on R3 indicates that the signal on R3 is assumed to be propagating in the CW direction. The same phase points (to tapping point 1 or 2 on R3) on the other four rings cannot be fully determined since the positions are related to the rotation direction on these four rings, which are not known with certainty. For instance, consider R2: if the signal on R2 is also propagating in the CW direction as R3, the same phase point is at 11 (the first symbol 1 denotes the signal rotation direction on R3 and the second symbol 1 denotes the signal rotation direction on R2). Alternatively, if the signal on R2 is propagating in the CCW direction, the same phase point is 12. Thus, there are two possible same phase points on R2, only one of which would have the same phase as 1. Similar analysis are performed with R1, R4, and R5, as shown in Fig. 3 , which shows that none of the rings neighboring R3 can provide a unique same phase point as tapping point 1. The repeated analysis for an initial assumption of CCW direction on R3 instead (e.g., tapping point 2) leads to similar results. Thus, the same phase points analysis on a five-ring ROA indicates that even if the signal propagation direction on R3 is known with certainty (e.g., through the use of topology design, capacitive balancing or varactors), the rotation direction on the other four rings need to be tested first to determine the same phase point positions. 2) ROA-Brick: Fig. 4 is the topology of the proposed ROA-brick. For completeness, the rotation direction analysis of the ROA-brick is performed both in CW and CCW directions. In Fig. 4 (a), consider that all four rings in the ROA are oscillating in a steady state and the signal on R1 is oscillating in the CW direction (indicated as 1). The sampled point 1 on R1 has two possible same phase points each on R2 and R4, and these points are marked 11 and 12. The possible same phase points on R2 and R4 each have four possible same phase points on R3. In total, there are seven possible same phase points on R3 (the 111 point of both paths is at the same position). The possible same phase points on the propagation analysis path {R1, R2, R3} are circled and the same phase points on the propagation analysis path {R1, R4, R3} are not circled such that possible same phase points traced through different paths are distinguishable. Fortunately, not all of these seven points are achievable in the ROA-brick. The realizable points should satisfy two requirements.
1) When all the rings are stabilized, the same phase point on R3 should be unique, regardless of tracing through the propagation analysis path {R1, R2, R3} or through the propagation analysis path {R1, R4, R3}. Thus, the points where circled points and uncircled points coincide with each other are the realizable points.
2) The last digit of the symbol on the points on R3 denotes the rotation direction of R3. Thus, this number should also be the same for both the circled and uncircled points. Based on these requirements, only point 111 in Fig. 4(a) is feasible. Correspondingly, only 11 points on R2 and R4 are feasible. This result indicates that R1, R2, R3, and R4 should all rotate in the CW direction, the assumed direction of R1. The analysis performed for the assumption of the rotation direction of R1 to be CCW is shown in Fig. 4(b) . Similar conclusions are drawn: in steady state, the signals on all the four rings are propagating in the CCW direction.
Based on the above analysis, it is concluded with certainty that the ROA-brick possesses the feature of a uniform ring rotation direction on all its four rings, either CW or CCW. The properties of the ROA-Brick are as follows.
1) The same phase point set (one point from each ring) of the ROA-brick is independent of the rotation direction of the signals on the rings. 2) The positions of the same phase points in the same row are the same, such as 1 and 111 in Fig. 4 (a).
3) The positions of the same phase points of every other row are of π difference, such as 11 on R2 and 11 on R4.
Note that the π phase difference corresponds to the closest pair of points on the inner and outer rings on the ring topology.
B. Proof of the Uniqueness of the ROA-Brick
The two possible uniform ring rotation directions (all CW or all CCW) of the ROA-brick stem from the four-ring structure. In Section III-B1, through definitions and theoretical analysis, a proof is provided showing that the ROA-brick is the unique structure that can maintain only two (both uniform) ring rotation directions.
1) Definitions: Definition 1-Feasible ROA:
A feasible ROA is an ROA structure, in which there exist only two ring rotation direction combinations, both of which are uniform in CW or CCW, for all the rings of the topology in a steady oscillation state, P and P . The signal rotation direction on each ring under P is opposite to the ones under P.
Definition 2-Ring Loop: A ring loop is an ROA structure, in which each ring is connected to only two other rings. Each point can be uniquely looped back to itself through other rings, and all the other rings are traversed in the loop. For example, the topologies in Figs. 5 and 6 are ring loops. However, the topology in Fig. 7 is not a ring loop, as R5 and R2 are connected to three rings each.
2) Analysis: To demonstrate the uniqueness of the ROA-brick, three lemmas are presented as follows and a theorem is formulated based on the lemmas.
Lemma 3: All rings in a feasible ROA should connect to at least two other rings.
For a proof through contradiction, assume there exists a feasible ring loop, in which a ring is connected to only one of the other rings, such as R2 shown in Fig. 8 . As described in Section II-A, when a single ring is oscillating in a steady state, considering any corresponding points A and A on the inner and outer rings, point A is always four edges away from A. During the signal propagation, each edge contributes (π/4) phase difference. Thus, the oscillation signals at point A and A have a phase difference of π regardless of the signal oscillation direction.
Assume the ring array is in a steady oscillation state under the uniform ring rotation direction combination P. A new ring rotation direction P is defined as the signal rotation directions on all rings except R2 are the same to the ones under P. No matter which direction the ring R2 rotates, the phase difference between the signal that goes into and comes out of R2 is always π. If R2 oscillates in the opposite direction, the oscillation signals at the corresponding points on other rings, e.g., A and A , can still keep a phase difference of π. Thus, under the ring rotation direction pattern P , the ring array is in a steady oscillation state; However, the direction pattern P is neither the same as P nor the opposite P , which is contradiction to that the ring array is feasible. Hence, a feasible ring loop does not have a ring connected to only one of the other rings.
Lemma 4: ROA-brick is the only feasible ring loop. A ring loop with more than four rings is not feasible.
In a ring loop, each ring is connected to its two adjacent rings. Thus, the ring topology is equivalent to a square topology. For instance, the ring loop with four rings is a 2 × 2 square. Based on the discussion in Section III-A2, the loop containing four rings is feasible. As shown in On the other hand, consider the M × K ring loop, where M, K ≥ 3. For example, a 3 × 3 ring loop is shown in Fig. 6 . On each edge of the square, there is always at least one ring, which is connected to other rings at the diagonal corners,as R2, R4, R6, and R8 in Fig. 6 , and these rings are defined as diagonal connected rings.
Assume the M × K ring loop has already oscillated in a steady state. Consider a signal propagation loop connecting any two corresponding points on the inner and outer rings. In any signal propagation loop, the signal travels one or two edges on each ring in the loop, which corresponds to ±(π/4) or ±(π/2) phase differences. The diagonal connected ring is the one corresponding to ±(π/2) phase difference. The total phase difference contributed by any two diagonal connected rings could be: −π, 0, and π. By only changing the rotation directions of two diagonal connected rings, the total phase change in the signal propagation loop is either ±2π or 0. For example, if the phase difference contributed by the two diagonal connected rings is π, after changing their directions, the phase difference contributed by the diagonally connected rings is −π. Thus, the total phase change in the signal propagating loop is −2π, i.e., 2π. In other words, by changing the rotation direction of an even number of diagonal connected rings, the two corresponding points still have a phase difference of π. This implies that the ring loop can still reach a steady state under the new oscillation rotation direction pattern. Thus, the rotation pattern is nonunique for an M × K ring loop, where M, K ≥ 3, which makes it a nonfeasible ring loop (nonfeasible by Definition 1, but feasible to use with additional effort/hardware to detect the nonuniform nonunique oscillation directions).
Lemma 5: Any 2 × N rectangular ring topology is not a ring loop, but a connection of ROA-bricks.
For the proof of Lemma 5, consider a 2 × N rectangular ring topology. For example, a 2 × 3 rectangular ring topology is shown in Fig. 7 . It is trivial to observe that the 2 × 3 rectangular topology is constructed by N − 1 ROA-bricks. On the other side, since some of the rings in the topology have been connected to more than two other rings, the 2 × N topology is not a ring loop.
Theorem 6: ROA-brick is the only feasible ring loop. Proof: The proof of Theorem 6 is based on the conclusions of the three Lemmas. First, based on Lemma 3, each ring in the feasible ring loop should connect to two other rings to form a ring loop. There is no ring in a ring loop which could have only one connection to other rings. Second, the conclusions of Lemmas 4 and 5 indicate that the ROA-brick is the only feasible ring loop with the feature that only two uniform ring rotation directions can exist in the topology in a steady oscillation state. Any M × K ring loop, where M, K ≥ 3 are not feasible. Any 2 × N topology comes from a connection of ROA-bricks and the ring loop within the topology is an ROA-brick. As stated above, the only feasible ring loop is the proposed four ring loop, which is named as an ROA-brick.
C. Brick-Based ROA
The unique property of the ROA-brick is utilized in the ROA construction. In other words, instead of using single rings to form an ROA, the ROA-brick is shown to be the basic element in building ROAs. For instance, the topology shown in Fig. 6 is not composed of ROA-bricks. However, as shown in Fig. 9 , by adding ring R9, the eight-ring ROA is turned into a feasible ROA composed of four ROA-bricks. Inside the dotted circuit is one ROA-brick, which is composed of {R2, R3, R4, R9}. Here, R9 is not a design overhead since R9, as well as the other rings in the topology, provides a clock source for synchronization.
It is also observed that the structure shown in Fig. 9 is the square-shaped 13-ring ROA after removing the four corner rings. In other words, eliminating the four corner rings from the traditional square-shaped checkerboard topology of an ROA, the remaining structure is turned into a brick-based ROA. The ring rotation direction combination is limited to only two: all in CW or all in CCW. The analyzed structure in Fig. 9 is redrawn in Fig. 10 to show the structure in comparison with a square-shaped conventional ROA composed of 13 rings. A sample group of same phase points is shown in Fig. 10 . These same phase points satisfy all three properties of an ROA-brick listed in Section III-A2.
The brick-based ROA in Fig. 10 reveals three properties. 1) Each ring belongs to at least one ROA-brick.
2) Each ROA-brick shares at least one of their rings with another ROA-brick. 3) All the ROA-bricks are linked together. Since all the rings in a brick-based ROA are rotating in the same direction, the relative positions of the same phase points (tapping points) are fixed on a brick-based ROA. Thus, when one point is selected to be a tapping point on a ring, the position of the tapping points on other rings is determined correspondingly.
D. ROA Clock Distribution Network Design
Since the same phase points on the brick-based ROA are identifiable, these points can be used as the same phase clock Algorithm 1 Register Cluster Generation sources for clock distributions. Given a floorplan, the design process can be concluded as follows.
1) Group the synchronous components into a number of clusters according to the driving capability of the ROA [decided based on C reg computation and C wire estimation in (3)] and the chip area. 2) All the clusters are built into (ideal) zero-skew subnetwork trees. 3) Design an ROA and optimize the one-to-one pairs between the tapping points and the subnetwork tree roots for minimizing the total stub wirelength. 4) Optimize the tapping point locations for skew reduction. The details of these four steps of the design flow are described as follows.
1) Cluster Generation:
The registers are first grouped into a number of clusters with a similar capacitance. In this paper, the well-known k-means algorithm [19] is used for cluster generation. Capacitance balancing is critical to form the stable oscillation signals on the rings in the ROA [12] . However, the original k-means method does not guarantee that all the clusters maintain a similar total capacitance. To this end, a balanced k-means method [20] is used instead to deal with the cap-balancing problem. After the registers are grouped into a number of clusters using the k-means algorithm, some registers are transferred among adjacent clusters iteratively until the largest total capacitance difference among all the clusters falls into a tolerance region. A user-defined capacitance tolerance ratio is expressed as
Here, C max and C min are the maximum and minimum total capacitances among all the clusters. The value of τ should be as low as possible but can be as high as 0.3 without causing the oscillation to fail. In the experiments, τ is selected to be around 0.2 and 0.3. The capacitance tolerance ratio τ is used in Section IV-B to maintain the capacitance balancing after the real subnetwork trees are generated. The detailed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. The inputs are the sink set R, the number of subnetwork trees m, and the capacitance tolerance ratio τ . The outputs are the capbalanced clusters K 1 , K 2 , . . . , K m . The initial clusters are generated using the balanced k-means algorithm. Then, the largest capacitance difference among the clusters is examined to test whether the generated clusters satisfy the capacitance balance requirements. The total capacitance of each cluster is estimated by
Here, C i, j is the sink capacitance of the register r i, j in cluster K i , where j = 1, . . . , n i and n i is the total number of registers in cluster K i . The capacitance C wire i, j indicates the Manhattan distance between the register r i, j and the centroid of cluster K i , cen i . The capacitance C tot i of each cluster i includes both the register capacitance and the wire capacitance. Thus, C tot i evaluates both the load capacitance and the density of the elements in the cluster. Here, the distance from each register to the centroid of its cluster is used to approximate the total wirelength of the cluster. After the initial clustering, the heuristic iterations are used to balance the total capacitance among all the clusters. While the largest capacitance difference among all the clusters remains above the capacitance tolerance ratio τ (Line 6), the registers are moved out of the cluster, which has the largest total capacitance to its neighbor cluster to balance the total capacitance among all the clusters. For each register in the cluster with the largest capacitance, the distances from the register to the centroid of other clusters are evaluated. The register that maintains the smallest distance to a centroid of other clusters is selected to be moved to the target cluster (Line 7). To avoid the condition that a register repeatedly goes out and into one cluster and the algorithm never converges, once a register is moved out of one cluster, it is not allowed to be moved in again. The process continues until the largest capacitance difference among all the clusters falls below the tolerance ratio.
It is a challenging problem with resonant clocks that both the capacitance from the ring itself and the capacitance contributed by the subnetwork trees influence the operating frequency of the resonant system. Nonetheless, by budgeting them in design and with the use of the clustering algorithm here, an initial estimation of the final operating frequency is feasible. If a more accurate frequency target is desired, a frequency tuning process [6] should be applied instead.
2) Zero-Skew Subnetwork Tree Generation: After the m clusters are generated, (ideally) zero-skew subnetwork trees are grown for all the clusters. Here, the well-known deferred merge embedding [21] - [24] algorithm is used to generate a forest of m unbuffered zero-skew steiner trees. The clock skew among different subnetwork trees is minimized together with the ROA later in the fourth step.
3) Brick-Based ROA Generation: In addition to low-skew clock generation, the ROA contributes to a part of the clock network for globally delivering the clock signals to local subnetwork trees. In this paper, for simplicity, the tapping points and the subnetwork tree roots form one-toone pairs for clock delivery. This is a two stage process: 1) brick-based ROA generation with m rings (there are m subnetwork trees) and 2) the optimization of the roots to tapping points pairing. To generate a brick-based ROA with a specified number of rings, it should be validated that a brickbased ROA can be formed with an arbitrary number of rings. As shown in Fig. 11(a) , by adding ROA-bricks to an existing brick-based ROA topology along the edge direction, a larger topology can be obtained, and the minimum increment of the ring numbers is two. Thus, a brick-based ROA, which contains an even number (≥4) of rings, is always realizable. On the other hand, consider Fig. 11(b) , where a triangle brick-based ROA structure, which is composed of three ROA-bricks, exists in an existing brick-based ROA topology. By adding one ring in the originally unoccupied location of ring 9, the topology becomes a new brick-based ROA, which is composed of four ROA-bricks. This is to say, if a triangle structure exists in a brick-based ROA containing even number of rings, by adding one ring, the topology can be turned into brick-based ROA with an odd number of rings (≥9). There is a special case that the brick-based ROA composed of seven rings can be realized by connecting 2 ROA-bricks by just sharing only one ring between them. However, a brickbased ROA composed of only five rings is not realizable. To this end, it is proved that a brick-based ROA with m rings, where m ≥ 6, always exists. In other words, the number of rings in a brick-based ROA is as flexible as that in a ring-based ROA.
After the brick-based ROA is generated, each tapping point is used as a local clock source that provides a clock signal to a single subnetwork tree. The Hungarian Algorithm [25] is used to assign each tapping point to a subnetwork tree root to minimize the total stub wirelength.
4) Tapping Point Location Optimization for Skew Reduction:
In the tapping point and subnetwork tree root pairing optimization process, the skew among all the subnetwork trees should be considered. Clock skew may exist in the current clock distribution network: 1) there may be clock skew among the subnetwork trees and 2) the root to tapping point connections may also introduce clock skew. In the next step, the clock skew is optimized for each subnetwork tree individually. To minimize the clock skew among subnetwork trees, many methods can be Algorithm 2 Tapping Point Location Optimization applied: 1) performing wire snaking on the connections between subnetwork tree root and tapping point and 2) adding additional capacitance. Both of these methods are inefficient in introducing additional capacitance and degrading the performance of the design. On the other hand, as shown in (1), the phase delays are equally distributed along the transmission line in the signal propagation direction (i.e., the effects of large capacitive imbalance can be considered here to recompute phase values, if necessary). Thus, the phase delay of a point along the transmission line from the tapping point is proportional to the distance between these two points, which is very efficient for skew reduction. Thus, in this design, the location of some tapping points are optimized to provide extra delays (both positive and negative) for some subnetwork trees for clock skew reduction. The process of clock skew reduction is shown in Algorithm 2. Since the signal rotation direction on the ROA is critical to the optimization, HPSICE simulation is performed as a part of the optimization. In the initial HSPICE simulation (Line 1), the following terms are measured or detected: 1) determine the signal rotation direction to be CW or CCW (Line 2); 2) the frequency of the oscillation signal f (Line 3); and 3) the initial skews among the subnetwork trees s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s m (Line 4). After finding the median skew s among all the skew numbers, all the skew numbers are rewritten as a relative skew to the median skew s r1 , s r2 , . . . , s rm , and the median skew becomes 0 (Line 7). The tapping point tuning step step is defined based on the largest relative skew θ among all the subnetwork trees θ = max(|s r1 |, |s r2 |, . . . , |s rm |)
Here, θ is defined as the largest relative skew among all the subnetwork trees. A user defined parameter k, which is named as resolution controller, is used to control the resolution of the skew reduction process. The tapping point tuning step step is determined by both θ and k. In Algorithm 2, the resolution controller is chosen as three (Line 8). The parameter p ring is the perimeter of the ring and T is the cycle time of the oscillation signal. In this design, the total delay tuning range is ±θ. The new tapping point location information is written into an HSPICE netlist and the final simulation is performed.
IV. EXPERIMENT
The HSPICE simulations are performed using a 90-nm technology with the following two primary objects.
1) Confirm the signal rotation direction uniformity of the ROA-brick that has been theoretically demonstrated in Section III. The performances of a five-ring ROA shown in Fig. 2 and an eight-ring ROA shown in Fig. 6 are also tested to empirically verify the theory. 2) Brick-based ROA clock generation and distribution networks are designed for ISPD 10 benchmark circuits #03−#08 to show the effectiveness of the application on a larger scale circuit design.
A. Rotation Directions
The HPSICE simulations are performed to test the traditional five-ring ROA (Fig. 3) , the signal rotation directions of the proposed ROA-brick (Fig. 5) , and the traditional eight-ring ROA (Fig. 6) . The results are shown in Fig. 12 . These simulations are performed for identical capacitive loading at an arbitrary frequency 4.06 GHz in a 90-nm technology. The ROA-brick simulation result is shown in Fig. 12(a) , in which the outputs TP1-TP4 are the same phase points, as shown in Fig. 4(a) from R1 to R4. The simulation results in Fig. 12(b) show the signals rotation direction from R1 to R5 in the traditional five-ring ROA. The detected points are the consecutive points selected along the transmission line of each ring in the CW direction. The signals on R1, R3, R4, and R5 are rotating in the CW direction and the signal on R2 is rotating in the CCW direction. When the five-ring ROA is restarted, a new ring rotation direction combination may form that does not affect the synchronization among rings. The simulation results in Fig. 12(c) show the signal rotation direction nonuniformity of the RTWO rings in the eightring-ROA structure. The output signals are selected from the tapping points listed in Fig. 10 from R2 to R12 except R7. The simulation result shows that the eight-ring-ROA structure also provides multiple ring rotation direction combinations. Thus, neither the five-ring ROA nor the eight-ring ROA is a good choice for multisource low-skew clock generation and distribution network design. In brief, these simulations agree with Theorem 6 that ROA-brick is one (and the only) feasible ring loop to maintain a uniform signal rotation direction on all the ring elements in the structure.
B. Brick-Based ROA Clock Distribution Network Design
In this section, the application of the ROA-based clock network design on academically available clock research benchmarks is presented, which demonstrates the ease of using the brick-based ROA in multisource clock distribution network design. The circuits #03−#08 from ISPD 10 benchmarks have been utilized in the experiments. Fig. 13(a) shows the topology of the brick-based ROA designed for ISPD 10 benchmark circuit #07. In this design, 14 subnetwork trees are generated with a high capacitance tolerance ratio τ = 0.3. The ROA topology is composed of 14 rings in proposed ROA-brick formations. Fig. 13(b) shows the distribution of the subnetwork tree roots and the location of the tapping points after optimizations.
The HSPICE simulation result is shown in Fig. 14 . To accelerate the process of synchronization among the rings, R8 is started up 4 ns prior to the other rings [26] . After all the rings start to oscillate, the resonant system takes around 3 ns to reach synchronization. When the steady state is reached, all the rings in the brick-based ROA form a uniform ring rotation direction so as to have identifiable same phase point set. Fig. 14 shows the well-aligned tapping point signals. The almost negligible phase differences among all tapping point signals (as large as 20.9 ps) are enabled by the tapping point location optimization for skew reduction. By optimizing the locations of the tapping points, as explained in Section III-D4, there is a significant skew reduction (on average 71.72%) of the clock tree network with only a small change in the total stub wirelength (on average −0.22%). This is because the phase changing of the clock signal on the transmission line of the ring is proportional to the distance from the tapping point, which is very efficient in clock skew tuning. The results of the optimization shown in Table I demonstrate this point. After the skew optimization, the average skew reduction is 71.72%, while the average total stub wirelength and power increase are negligible at −0.22% and −0.02%, respectively.
C. Interpretation of the Simulation Results
The simulation indicates the following aspects. 1) The tapping point location optimization in Section III-D4 guarantees the maximum skew falls between [−θ/k, θ/k], where θ is the largest relative skew among all the subnetwork trees and k is the user defined resolution controller. After the tapping point location optimization process, the final maximum skew is not closely related to the initial maximum skew of the clock network. By selecting a larger k, which corresponds to a smaller tapping point tuning step step, a smaller skew can be obtained. 2) By optimizing the tapping point locations on the ROA to reduce the skew among clock trees, the skew reduction is significant, while the impact on the clock network is negligible. This is because the ROA possesses more efficient delay tuning capability than the clock tree.
In the ROA system, the delay is proportional to the clock ISPD 10 BENCHMARKS signal traveling distance on the transmission line from the original tapping point. Thus, the stub wirelength and skew optimizations can be performed individually, which greatly simplifies the optimization process.
3) The cluster capacitance tolerance ratio τ defined in Section III-D1 plays an important role in the design. Under the control of the capacitance tolerance ratio, the loading capacitance for all the tapping points is relatively balanced. The balanced capacitance loadings helps the resonant system to reach synchronization efficiently. The capacitance tolerance ratios for the experimental benchmarks designs are chosen between 0.2 ∼ 0.3 based on the experimental results. With the capacitance tolerance ratio chosen in this range, the resonant system can efficiently reach a synchronization state. 4) After the optimization, the total wirelength and power can be slightly greater or smaller than before. This is because after the optimization of the tapping point locations, the connections between the subnetwork tree root and the tapping point may be longer or shorter than before. However, as the results shown in Table I that the changes in the total wirelength and the power of the circuits are very small. 5) Another advantage of the brick-based ROA clock distribution network is that the ROA isolates the optimization of the subnetwork trees. Since each subnetwork tree is connected to its tapping point, the skew optimization process for a subnetwork tree does not affect the performance of the other subnetwork trees.
D. Overhead Comparisons
To obtain the knowledge of the signal rotation direction of the traditional ROA, a direction detector used to facilitate the design [27] , which is similar to a phase detector in a delay locked loop designed for high-frequency usage [28] , [29] . To be used in the design of the traditional ROA, the direction detector is equipped with the function of resetting the synchronization process when it detects the signal direction is undesirable. To this end, the area overhead of the direction detector tailored for a 6.6-GHz ROA is about 2900 μm 2 . Similarly, using varactors to control the oscillation direction is also costly. There are three typical types of varactors, namely, the diode based varactor, inversionmode MOS varactor, and accumulation-mode MOS varactor. Previous research [30] shows that accumulation-mode MOS varactors outperform the other two types of varactors in terms of power dissipation, phase noise, and area, which has been widely used in PLL design [27] , [31] . Approximating the loading capacitance for each tapping point to be 1 pF, to direct the ring to rotate in a desired rotation direction, the maximum capacitance provided by the varactor should at least be C max = 1 pF. Suppose a ring loop (i.e., a non-ROAbrick-driven-based traditional ROA with nonuniform unknown rotation directions) is formed by 14 rings: to direct all the rings into a desired rotation direction, the total capacitance provided by the varactor should at least be 14 pF, which corresponds to an area overhead of 1156 μm 2 . However, by utilizing the brick-based ROA topology, both of these two previously widely used methodologies can be removed from a low-skew ROA-based clock tree distribution network design. The limited feasible rotation directions of the brick-based ROA makes it possible to remove the direction detection block circuits since the relative positions of all the zero skew points are identifiable.
V. CONCLUSION
The proposed topology of ROA-brick guarantees the signal rotation direction uniformity. Furthermore, this block is used in building brick-based ROAs, in which the signals on all the RTWO rings are rotating in the same direction and the same phase points are easily determined. The simulation results confirm that the signal rotation direction uniformity is a feature of the ROA-brick as well as the brick-based ROA. Based on this feature, brick-based ROA clock generation and distribution networks are designed for ISPD 10 benchmarks to show the feasibility of the topology. By optimizing the tapping point locations, the skew reduction is 71.72% down to under 10 ps without significantly changing the power consumption and total wirelength.
